The authors present a very nice discussion of the difference between longitudinal cross-sectional and panel data. I believe this is a valuable contribution to the existing literature. However, there is one major issue that I think should be addressed. In the introduction and discussion the authors frame the main contribution of this manuscript as a contribution to the sociohydrology literature and while I agree that there is a strong need for longitudinal data in sociohydrology, the main body of the manuscript does not really discuss the implications for sociohydrology. The main body provides a comparison of the two data sets, which in itself is very interesting, but is not really in line with the aim presented in the introduction and discussion. Therefore, I would suggest to either change the analysis and body of the manuscript to include the sociohydrology aspect, or to change the introduction and discussion to focus more on the difference between cross-sectional and panel data.

Some small points:

In section 4.2 you need to better clarify when you are talking about perceived preparedness and when about the actual preparedness (i.e. the actual measures). For example the paragraph in lines 374-380 is a bit difficult to understand, it seems you are talking about perceived preparedness, but it would really help the reader, if you explicitly add perceived every time you are talking about perceived preparedness. Same in line 385, did respondents report lower levels of perceived preparedness or of actual measures implemented?

In section 4.2.1 you mention running Chi-squared tests and report that “Respondents who experienced high damage replied differently when asked about the adoption of structural protection measures”. Different how? Please elaborate.

In section 4.2.2 you mention that “The relative majority of respondents both in the panel and in the RCS did not stipulate an insurance (respectively 40% and 51%).” But 40% is not a majority, or where there options other than having or not having insurance?

In section 5.1 you mention the increase in perceived preparedness can be interpreted as a change in coping appraisal, but you have not explained the concept of coping appraisal, so
Some small language points:

- Abstract, line 35, times series should be time series.
- Line 84, I would suggest changing “community as homogenous community” into “a community as a homogenous community”
- Line 112, :“the more robust is such data” should be “the more robust such data is”
- Line 140, acknowledge should be acknowledging
- Line 177, consider revising the sentence: “i.e. the number of observations is too small that any statistical analysis loses significance” You could replace too with so.
- Line 367, “half on” should be “half of”
- Line 399, “affected positively” should be “positively affected”
- Line 422, “being the respondents in the two rounds different” should be “the respondents in the two round being different”
- Line 460 do you mean the Czech Republic?